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Quarterly Managers Update as at October 2022
WHAT’S GOING ON:
Rising inflation and central banks’ responses have continued to drive financial markets. Inflation has consistently
exceeded market expectations and central banks have become increasingly strident in their commitment to
getting inflation under control. Financial markets have had to repeatedly revise their projections for interest
rates, as central banks concede that causing a recession may be the price of getting inflation back to target.
The tension between rising interest rates and the rising chances of recession has caused a lot of uncertainty
and means markets have remained volatile. Bonds have fallen sharply in recent months as more aggressive
rate hikes, and banks’ commitment to leave them high enough to cause economic contraction, have been
priced in. Equities staged a significant recovery from losses in the first half of the year, with growth companies
doing particularly well. However, disappointing inflation numbers in the US in September triggered another
sell-off late in the quarter and technology growth-stocks saw more falls.

ASSET QUARTER
PERFORMANCE
UK Equity

1.98%

North American
Equity

4.48%

European Equity

4.07%

Japanese Equity

-7.41%

Emerging Markets

-0.38%

Absolute Return

0.16%

In addition to looming recession in developed economies, China’s ongoing problems have contributed to the
generally gloomy outlook. The Chinese government has stepped up its efforts to boost its flagging economy
and restore confidence to its property market, but its commitment to zero-Covid has been a considerable drag
on economic activity. The slowdown in China has helped oil prices ease towards the end of the quarter.

ALLOCATION

QUARTER PERFORMANCE
Portfolio

Benchmark

Difference

0.62%

-1.00%

1.62%

MARKET OUTLOOK:
Falling markets have improved the long-term prospects for most asset classes, as they deliver greater potential
upside when current crises have been tackled. However, the short-term outlook remains gloomy as looming
recession in the US, UK and Europe becomes more likely with every inflation reading and central bank reaction.
The outlook remains uncertain and volatility is expected to remain elevated. Domestic energy price caps could
mean that inflation is already close to its peak. If so, this could provide respite from the relentless rise in bond
yields. Central banks’ commitment to tackling inflation has hardened expectation that they may overshoot by
tightening too far. If the UK experiences a steep recession, this would prove supportive of gilts.
UK large caps have outperformed for most of this year and a recession means this would likely continue. The
UK should also be less exposed to a downturn in global equity markets, as valuations are already lower than
other markets. The outlook for Europe is similar to the UK and the US shares some of the same problems but
has a more robust economy, aided by the strong US dollar. The outlook for emerging markets remains mixed.
High energy and commodity prices are good for regions like Latin America and China is making a big effort to
boost growth.

UK Equity

26.13%

North American
Equity

35.50%

European Equity

10.93%

Japanese Equity

8.19%

Emerging Markets

14.25%

Absolute Return

5.00%

CHANGE

PAST PERFORMANCE OVERVIEW (NET OF FEES):

Portfolio (27.96%)

IA Flexible Investment (20.21%)

UK Equity

0.63%

North American
Equity

-3.18%

European Equity

-0.97%

Japanese Equity

-0.73%

Emerging Markets

-0.75%

Absolute Return

5.00%

DISCRETE PERFORMANCE TO LAST QUARTER END:
Period

0-12 Months

12-24 Months

24-36 Months

Portfolio

-11.99%

23.40%

2.85%

Benchmark

-9.19%

18.30%

0.88%

36-48 Months

48-60 Months

3.24%

5.37%

Past performance does not indicate future performance and you may get back less than you originally invested. All figures are calculated
on a bid to bid total return basis in GBP and includes FE’s charge of 0.27%. Data from FEfundinfo 2022
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KEY CHALLENGES: LOOKING AHEAD:
Recession looms but UK equities appear comparatively well placed
The outlook for the UK is getting gloomier as the autumn draws in.
Recent economic data shows falling economic output, stalling GDP
growth, real wages falling and consumer confidence at record low
levels. The government’s new price cap on domestic energy bills will
stop inflation surging higher if gas prices spike again; however, inflation
for August was still almost 10 per cent, and core inflation (excluding
fuel and food) is still climbing.
Some bright spots exist, such as the strength of the jobs market.
However, the high inflation rate, the need to prevent UK sterling from
devaluing further against the US dollar (and causing more inflation
through higher import costs) and the Bank of England’s willingness to
accept recession as the cost of taming inflation make it likely that the
rates will remain elevated for longer and increase the risk of a more
severe recession. UK equities are better positioned for a recession than
other developed markets due to their already relatively low valuations.
Large companies are likely to weather a downturn better than small
and mid-sized ones, so we have been increasing our exposure to the
FTSE 100.

Global recession threatened by US rate hikes and a strong US dollar
America’s inflation could tip the global economy into recession in
2023 as the US Federal Reserve takes more aggressive action. The
most recent US consumer inflation reading showed headline inflation
begin to cool as petrol prices fell. However, core inflation (excluding
volatile prices like fuel and food) is still rising sharply and a 1% increase
now appears likely for September’s interest rate meeting. The Fed’s
main interest rate has rising from 0.25% to 2.5% in 6 months and the
relentless increase is expected to continue for the rest of the year. US
interest rates are higher than most developed economies and this has
caused the US dollar to surge in value.
A stronger US dollar causes problems for countries with substantial
imports (particularly energy, which is priced in dollars) as higher import
prices add to inflation. The strong dollar also causes problems for
countries and companies which have borrowed money in dollars but
generate their revenues in another, now weaker, currency, driving up
the cost of servicing the debt. This is a particular problem for emerging
markets. While the US is leading the way with rate hikes, many other
central banks are rapidly raising rates and tightening monetary
conditions, and the World Bank recently warned that the coordinated
action to raise interest rates would see average interest rates double
from 2% to 4% in 2023, and this should see GDP growth per capita fall
by 0.4% in 2023.

The Chinese government attempts to kick-start its slowing
economy
The Chinese economy has continued to slow through 2022 as consumer
spending falls and the government’s pursuit of zero-Covid has led to
a rolling programme of lockdowns. GDP growth has fallen behind the
official target as some of the country’s industrial and financial hubs
have endured lengthy restrictions. The government has unleashed a
variety of stimulus measures to try and revive the country’s flagging
economy. Last month the main residential mortgage rate was cut – this
is the second reduction this year. The government also announced a
300 billion yuan (US$44 billion) stimulus package to boost consumption
and increase business investment after the latest consumer spending
and industrial production numbers came in below target.
The country’s struggling property market is proving a particularly
difficult problem to fix as developers have run out of money and buyers
are refusing to pay mortgages on their unfinished homes. At the end
of July it emerged that the government was preparing loans worth 1
trillion yuan (US$148 billion) to help developers finish the millions of
homes under construction. Sales of new homes have dropped sharply
as confidence among buyers evaporates and house prices have been
falling for the last three months. Falling Chinese demand has helped
reduce many commodity prices, but falling levels of international trade
has a knock on effect on other linked emerging markets.
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REVISED HOLDINGS:
Fund

Asset Class

Weighting

Change

L&G UK 100 Index Trust

UK Equity

12.41%

4.89%

TB Evenlode Income

UK Equity

6.01%

-1.63%

Schroder Income

UK Equity

4.70%

-0.15%

Royal London Sustainable Leaders Trust

UK Equity

3.01%

1.48%

JOHCM UK Dynamic

UK Equity

0.00%

-2.68%

Baillie Gifford UK Equity Alpha

UK Equity

0.00%

-1.28%

Brown Advisory US Sustainable Growth

North American Equity

9.04%

2.27%

M&G North American Dividend

North American Equity

7.10%

5.16%

ES AllianceBernstein Concentrated US Equity

North American Equity

6.04%

2.56%

HSBC American Index

North American Equity

4.44%

-6.97%

Dodge & Cox US Stock

North American Equity

3.55%

-8.05%

Legg Mason ClearBridge US Equity Sustainability Leaders

North American Equity

3.55%

3.55%

Premier Miton US Opportunities

North American Equity

1.78%

-1.70%

HSBC European Index

European Equity

3.82%

0.73%

Fidelity European

European Equity

2.57%

-0.29%

Schroder European Recovery

European Equity

1.64%

-0.44%

Man GLG Continental European Growth

European Equity

1.64%

0.15%

Baillie Gifford European

European Equity

0.71%

0.00%

BlackRock Continental European Income

European Equity

0.55%

0.55%

Invesco European Equity (UK)

European Equity

0.00%

-1.67%

Vanguard Japan Stock Index

Japanese Equity

3.69%

-1.66%

Man GLG Japan Core Alpha

Japanese Equity

1.23%

-0.29%

Comgest Growth Japan

Japanese Equity

1.23%

0.25%

Baillie Gifford Japanese

Japanese Equity

1.02%

-0.05%

T. Rowe Price Japanese Equity

Japanese Equity

1.02%

1.02%

JPM Emerging Markets Income

Emerging Markets

3.21%

-1.14%

Matthews Asia ex Japan Dividend

Emerging Markets

2.85%

2.85%

Artemis SmartGARP Global Emerging Markets Equity

Emerging Markets

2.42%

0.62%

Baillie Gifford China

Emerging Markets

1.64%

1.64%

Fidelity Latin America

Emerging Markets

1.43%

1.43%

Schroder Asian Income

Emerging Markets

1.28%

1.28%

Vanguard Emerging Markets Stock Index

Emerging Markets

0.71%

-1.99%

Fidelity Asia Pacific Opportunities

Emerging Markets

0.71%

-1.24%

BlackRock Emerging Markets

Emerging Markets

0.00%

-2.40%

Allianz Emerging Markets Equity

Emerging Markets

0.00%

-1.05%

Pictet Indian Equities

Emerging Markets

0.00%

-0.75%

NB Uncorrelated Strategies

Absolute Return

5.00%

5.00%
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COSTS BREAKDOWN:
Financial Instruments OCF: 0.66%
Change in Financial Instruments OCF: 0.06%
The Financial Instruments OCF refers to the underlying costs of managing the funds that make up the portfolio. Commonly known as the ongoing
charges figure these costs consist primarily of management fees and additional expenses such as registration, regulation, auditing and legal
fees, the costs of distribution as well as any other operational expenses. The charges represent the current maximum charges, for the exact
charges please refer to the Platform Portfolio Charges Document and Platform Fund Charges Document.
Asset Class

Financial Instruments OCF

Change in Financial Instruments OCF

As Percentage of Portfolio

UK Equity

0.13%

-0.02%

19.91%

North American Equity

0.25%

0.04%

37.61%

European Equity

0.07%

-0.02%

9.98%

Japanese Equity

0.04%

0.01%

6.61%

Emerging Markets

0.12%

0.00%

18.97%

Absolute Return

0.05%

0.05%

6.92%

Financial Instruments Transactional Costs: 0.08% Change in Financial Instruments Transactional Costs: -0.01%
Financial Instruments Transactional costs refers to additional costs which the portfolio expense does not capture such as trading fees,
investment research and foreign exchange fees. It also includes implicit costs that can have an impact on performance but are not charged
directly to the end investor.

Asset Class

Expense

Change in Expense

As Percentage of Portfolio

UK Equity

0.01%

-0.02%

12.84%

North American Equity

0.00%

-0.01%

3.02%

European Equity

0.01%

0.00%

11.31%

Japanese Equity

0.00%

0.00%

5.23%

Emerging Markets

0.04%

-0.02%

54.34%

Absolute Return

0.01%

-0.04%

13.25%

Investment Services Charge: 0.27%
The Investment Services Charge refers to the costs of managing the portfolio including the selection of the funds and ensuring that the portfolio
meets its risk targets and performs as expected.
Third Party Payments: 0.00%
Total Cost of Investment: 1.10%
Your investment may be subject to additional charges including advice fees, platform charges and wrapper costs which are not included in the
total cost of investment figure.

UK EQUITIES
WHAT’S HAPPENING IN UK EQUITIES:
Overview: UK equities increased in value between June and
September. Larger companies have outperformed for most of this
year and once again provided the best returns, but small and midcap companies also gained and clawed back some of their losses from
earlier this year. The relative weakness of sterling, particularly against
the dollar, helped companies with significant overseas revenues and
the high price of oil and gas proved beneficial for the UK’s energy
companies. Rising interest rates have also been a tailwind for banks.
The decision to increase the tile’s exposure to larger companies at the
last review boosted performance in the last three months and the tile
has outperformed the benchmark over this period. Best performance
was generated by TB Evenlode Income due to its exposure to larger
companies and Baillie Gifford UK Equity Alpha as growth equities did
well. Schroder Income fell slightly and was the only fund to decline as
its value investment style was out of favour.

Changes to UK Equity Tile: We made two changes to the funds in
the tile as we removed Baillie Gifford UK Equity Alpha and JOHCM UK
Dynamic. These funds were taken out as the near-term outlook is for
inflation to remain very high and a rising chance of recession, and both
funds would be expected to underperform in this scenario. We have
continued to increase exposure to large companies and have increased
the allocation to the passive FTSE 100 index fund for this reason.
We have retained the allocation to Schroder Income to maintain
diversification in the portfolio and have increased the allocation to
Royal London Sustainable Leaders Trust to balance the allocation to
large-cap value companies in the Schroder fund.
The increased exposure to larger companies sees the tile’s diversification
reduce slightly but increasing the allocation to the tracker fund sees
the charges on the tile fall from 0.66% to 0.5%.

HOLDINGS PERFORMANCE:
The below chart illustrates the performance of the block and its constituent holdings over the past quarter.

CURRENT HOLDINGS

OUR VIEW ON UK EQUITIES - NEUTRAL

Fund

Weighting

L&G UK 100 Index Trust

47.5

Royal London Sustainable Leaders Trust

11.5

Schroder Income

18

TB Evenlode Income

23

Most Likely: Despite interest rate hikes inflation remains stubbornly
high. The country edges towards recession as manufacturing and
services decline due to record low consumer sentiment. Companies tied
to consumers suffer but less sensitive areas like healthcare, staples and
utilities should prove more defensive. Banks, whose profits are linked to
interest rates, should continue to be supported.

Sell: Baillie Gifford UK Equity Alpha and JOHCM UK Dynamic

Worst Case: Russia further restricts gas exports and prices skyrocket
as war in Ukraine drags on into winter, causing food prices to remain
elevated. Aggressive rate hikes push economies into recession, send
stocks and bonds plummeting and drive a spike in unemployment. This
culminates in the collapse of an unexpected area of the market leading
to a run on the wider market. The UK should be defensive given the
lower relative valuation levels, but investors will struggle to find any
‘safe place to hide’.
Best Case: Inflation begins to fall without a big hit to unemployment
and GDP. This is helped by the government’s intervention in energy
markets. A peace agreement for Ukraine helps to cool energy and food
prices. As more catalysts for a bull market materialise, outflows from
UK equities are reversed. Smaller companies will stand to benefit the
most from equity markets returning to sustained positive performance.

DISCRETE PERFORMANCE TO LAST QUARTER END:
Period

0-12 Months

12-24 Months

24-36 Months

UK Equity Tile

-11.33%

24.93%

-11.99%

IA UK All Companies

-15.33%

32.38%

-12.76%

36-48 Months

48-60 Months

-0.03%

5.54%

Past performance does not indicate future performance and you may get back less than you originally invested. All figures are calculated
on a bid to bid total return basis in GBP. Data from FEfundinfo 2022

UK EQUITIES
UK EQUITY SECTOR EXPOSURE

* Sector exposure may not add up to 100% because of undeclared cash and derivative positions from some funds

ASSET CLASSES

WHAT YOU ARE INVESTED IN			

Growth: This is a style of investing where a manager is trying to
identify companies that can grow their earnings at an above average
rate. This may involve investing in markets which are yet to fully
emerge; in recent years the technology sector has been an excellent
example of a growth investment. Unlike a value investor a growth
investor may choose to invest in a company that already looks
expensive as it is expected to be worth even more in the future, which
justifies the price.

Royal London Sustainable Leaders Trust: The fund identifies firms
which have strong ESG qualities as well as potential for growth and
are relatively undervalued by the market. The fund has a bias to larger
companies as well as exposure to foreign firms where there are no UK
alternatives, such as IT stocks. The resulting portfolio is moderately
concentrated with 40 to 70 positions.

Passive: Passive funds try to replicate an index rather than outperform
it. This means it is considerably cheaper as you do not require a
manager to try and identify the best market opportunities. The costs
of the fund are extremely important as they compound over time to
eat into long-term returns. The disadvantage is the fund is not able to
react to market events and try and protect the fund in difficult markets
or take advantage of favourable ones. The fund should always slightly
lag the performance of the market because of the fees.

L&G UK 100 Index Trust: This fund tracks the FTSE 100, which
comprises the 100 largest companies listed in the UK. As this invests
in the largest companies its performance is not necessarily reflective
of the wider UK economy, as these companies make the majority
of their revenues from abroad. The health of the global economy as
well as currency movements can therefore have a larger impact on
performance. The fund employs a full physical replication method,
which means the fund owns all the companies that make up the index.

Value: This investment style looks at companies that the managers
believe are currently trading at less than their intrinsic value. Value
investors believe markets overreact to good and bad news; this results
in share movements that do not reflect fundamentals. Although the
concept is relatively simple it is very contrarian as you are going against
the market consensus. This can lead to periods of underperformance.

Schroder Income: Although ostensibly an income fund, the real driver
of returns is its contrarian valuation driven approach. The managers
are focused on identifying companies with strong balance sheets and
healthy profits that are significantly undervalued. The ability for the
company to grow dividends is also a consideration. The fund has a
strict buy/sell discipline and can be aggressively positioned.

Income: From its earned profits, companies have one of two options:
to pay out a portion in dividends to shareholders or to reinvest the
money in the business. Dividend paying companies therefore tend to
be larger businesses in well-established industries. Income investing is
generally thought of as slightly lower risk, because in a falling market
you will receive some return through income payments.

TB Evenlode Income: The fund is ideal for those looking for investment
income in the UK. The fund looks to identify quality businesses that
can grow their dividend. The managers look to invest in companies for
the long term. The strategy has historically been very successful, and
the fund has been particularly strong in weak markets, managing to
preserve capital better than its peers.

GLOBAL EQUITIES
WHAT’S HAPPENING IN GLOBAL EQUITIES:
Overview: Global equities recovered strongly to reverse some
of the losses from the first half of the year. US equities posted the
biggest gains as all developed markets rose in value. Despite inflation
continuing to climb, investors took the view that central banks would
slacken the pace of interest rate rises and equity markets benefited
from the change in sentiment, particularly growth companies.
The European tile outperformed its benchmark due to the recovery in
growth stocks as Man GLG Continental European Growth and Baillie
Gifford European made notable contributions. Value fund Schroder
European Recovery was the only fund to fall in value. Japanese
equities were generally positive and growth funds such as Comgest
Growth Japan and Baillie Gifford Japanese performed particularly well.
The tile’s allocation to Man GLG Core Alpha dragged on performance
as it was the only fund in the tile to fall in value. All funds in the US tile
gained and strong performance from Brown Advisory US Sustainable
Growth helped the tile to outperform the benchmark.

Changes to Global Equity Tile: In the US equity tile, we have looked to
balance the need to be more defensive as the outlook has deteriorated
slightly with the potential for recovery if the Federal Reserve slows or
pauses interest rate hikes. We have added Legg Mason ClearBridge US
Equity Sustainability Leaders to increase exposure to large cap growth
companies. However, we have cut exposure to small and mid-caps and
to value stocks by trimming the allocations to Dodge & Cox US Stock
and Premier Miton US Opportunities.
We have added BlackRock Continental European Income to the
European tile and increased the allocation to HSBC European Index
as we take a more defensive approach to Europe due to the scale of
the economic problems facing the continent. In the Japanese equity
tile we added T. Rowe Price Japanese Equity and cut the allocation
to Vanguard Japan Stock Index to accommodate it. The allocation to
Comgest Growth Japan is increased as part of the move to increase
exposure to growth and reduce value across the equity tiles.

HOLDINGS PERFORMANCE:
The below chart illustrates the performance of the block and its constituent holdings over the past quarter.

NORTH AMERICA

EUROPE

JAPAN

CURRENT HOLDINGS NORTH AMERICA

CURRENT HOLDINGS EUROPE

Fund

Weighting

Fund

Weighting

Brown Advisory US Sustainable Growth

25.5

Baillie Gifford European

6.5

Dodge & Cox US Stock

10

BlackRock Continental European Income

5

ES AllianceBernstein Concentrated US Equity

17

Fidelity European

23.5

HSBC American Index

12.5

HSBC European Index

35

Legg Mason ClearBridge US Equity
Sustainability Leaders

10

Man GLG Continental European Growth

15

M&G North American Dividend

20

Schroder European Recovery

15

Premier Miton US Opportunities

5

Buy

Buy

Sell: Invesco European Equity (UK)

CURRENT HOLDINGS JAPAN

OUR VIEW ON GLOBAL EQUITY - POSITIVE

Fund

Weighting

Baillie Gifford Japanese

12.5

Comgest Growth Japan

15

Man GLG Japan Core Alpha

15

T. Rowe Price Japanese Equity

12.5

Vanguard Japan Stock Index

45

Buy

Most likely: The Federal Reserve continues to tighten monetary policy
to deal with inflation that has become entrenched in the system. Central
banks will likely precipitate a slowdown in growth as they become more
willing to accept this as the cost of bringing inflation under control.
Defensive sectors like consumer staples and utilities outperform, with
cyclical sectors like consumer discretionary and basic materials under
pressure as the market prices in a downturn.
Worst case: Russia cuts off energy supplies to Europe, leading to
power cuts and the shutdown of sections of industry. Global supply
shortages intensify and inflation rises swiftly, consumers face a cost
of living crisis and slash discretionary spending. Central banks hike
interest rates to a level that depresses economic activity and a deep
global recession ensues. Energy stocks dominate the market as prices
go to extraordinary levels and defensive sectors protect much better
than cyclical areas in a renewed sell-off.

Sell: T. Rowe Price Japanese Equity

Best case: An end to war in Ukraine creates optimism that commodities
will ease. Inflation cools and central banks are able to reduce the speed
and size of interest rate hikes. Economic growth regains momentum
giving a boost to cyclical sectors, while technology stocks rise as the
value of future earnings appears greater as inflation begins to recede.

DISCRETE PERFORMANCE TO LAST QUARTER END:
Period

0-12 Months

12-24 Months

24-36 Months

North America Equity Tile

-9.53%

28.00%

20.73%

IA North America

-2.07%

25.44%

9.12%

Europe Equity Tile

-16.34%

19.57%

5.38%

IA Europe ex UK

-16.11%

22.41%

3.06%

Japan Equity Tile

-19.35%

9.62%

3.85%

IA Japan

-15.42%

16.65%

5.55%

36-48 Months

48-60 Months

7.44%

19.33%

2.15%

1.89%

-1.12%

12.56%

Past performance does not indicate future performance and you may get back less than you originally invested. All figures are calculated
on a bid to bid total return basis in GBP. Data from FEfundinfo 2022

NORTH AMERICA
NORTH AMERICAN EQUITY SECTOR EXPOSURE

* Sector exposure may not add up to 100% because of undeclared cash and derivative positions from some funds

ASSET CLASSES
Value: This style of management focuses on companies that it
believes are currently trading at less than their intrinsic value. Value
investors believe that markets overreact to both good and bad news;
this results in stock price movements that do not reflect the company
fundamentals. A common approach is to find problem companies that
other investors are avoiding that can be turned around with a new
strategy or management team. Although the concept is relatively
simple it is at the same time very contrarian as you are going against the
market consensus, and this can lead to periods of underperformance.

WHAT YOU ARE INVESTED IN			
Dodge & Cox US Stock: The fund invests in a diversified pool of US
equities with a long-term view. The portfolio is fairly concentrated,
typically 60 to 70 holdings, and the top ten stocks make up 30% to
35% of the portfolio. The fund follows a clear value philosophy with its
stock universe mostly constrained to large cap. The day-to-day fund
management is unique as the fund is collectively managed by the nine
members of the US Investment Committee. Decisions are collective,
which implies that the fund could react relatively slowly to any market
changes, and also implies inflexibility.

Passive: Passive funds try to replicate an index rather than outperform HSBC American Index: This HSBC fund tracks the S&P 500 by
it. The advantage is that it is considerably cheaper as you do not physically holding all the stocks that make up the index. The index is
require a manager to try and identify the best market opportunities.
made up of 500 of the largest traded companies in the US.
Balanced/Flexible: A manager following this approach will have no
fixed style but will either remain style-neutral or will change style
according to what they feel best suits the market at the time. A
balanced investment strategy is one that will generally aim to balance
risk and return, meaning the strategy is unlikely to be high conviction
and is therefore unlikely to be the best or the worst performer at any
one time.

Premier Miton US Opportunities: The fund has been run by comanagers Hugh Grieves and Nick Ford since March 2013. Despite
its relatively concentrated nature the fund has done a good job of
controlling its exposure, resulting in consistent outperformance despite
taking less risk than its peers. The fund has an emphasis on bottom-up
stock picking, meaning attention will be focused on specific companies
rather than the industry or sector they are operating in.

Growth: This is a style of investing where a manager is trying to
identify companies that can grow their earnings at an above average
rate. This may involve investing in markets which are yet to fully
emerge; in recent years the technology sector has been an excellent
example of a growth investment. Unlike a value investor a growth
investor may choose to invest in a company that already looks
expensive as it is expected to be worth even more in the future, which
justifies the price.

Brown Advisory US Sustainable Growth: The managers aim
for long-term capital growth by investing in companies that have
outstanding business models and a sustainability focus. They believe
growth is only sustainable if it is helping society, and employ negative
screens so they do not invest in companies harmful to society.
AB Concentrated US Equity: The fund mainly invests in large US
companies. The investment team looks to identify superior businesses
with consistent earnings and industry leaders with a high degree
of predictability. The team typically avoids undifferentiated or
economically-sensitive businesses, which tend to have less consistent
returns over time. From an opportunity-set of 50 to 100 high-quality
growth stocks the fund assesses companies’ business models, earnings
projections and valuations to arrive at a portfolio of around 20 to 30
stocks with a low turnover.
Legg Mason ClearBridge US Equity Sustainability: The fund’s goal is
to achieve capital growth in the long term by investing a minimum of
85% of its assets in shares of US companies. Investments are selected
based on their ability to meet the fund manager’s financial criteria as
well as the fund’s criteria for environmental, social and governance
(ESG) policies.

Income: From its earned profits, companies have one of two options:
to pay out a portion in dividends to shareholders or to reinvest the
money in the business. Dividend paying companies therefore tend to
be larger businesses in well-established industries. Income investing is
generally thought of as slightly lower risk, because in a falling market
you will receive some return through income payments.

M&G North American Dividend: This fund focuses on a dividend
growth strategy rather than dividend yield, where the team believes
that investing in companies that grow its dividends can successfully
add value in the long run. Dividend and growth investing have often
been considered opposite ends of the spectrum, but the team believes
that there is a sweet spot in the middle where investors can capture
both.

EUROPE
EUROPEAN EQUITY SECTOR EXPOSURE

* Sector exposure may not add up to 100% because of undeclared cash and derivative positions from some funds

ASSET CLASSES
Value: This investment style focuses on companies are currently
trading at less than their intrinsic value. Value investors believe that
markets overreact to both good and bad news; this results in stock
price movements that do not reflect the company fundamentals.
This is a simple yet contrarian approach, as you are going against the
market consensus, and this can lead to periods of underperformance.

WHAT YOU ARE INVESTED IN			
Schroder European Recovery: This fund invests in European
companies that are currently out of favour. Managers Andrew Lyddon
and Andrew Evans focus only on finding businesses that have been
through periods of stress and whose share prices are significantly
below what they consider a fair value. Their investment process aims
to assess the quality of a business, its financial strength and to ensure
the company can survive financial distress. The resulting portfolio is
relatively concentrated with 40 to 60 positions.

Passive: Passive funds try to replicate an index rather than outperform HSBC European Index: The fund tracks the FTSE Developed Europe ex
it. The advantage is that it is considerably cheaper as you do not UK Index, which comprises approximately 450 companies split across
require a manager to try and identify the best market opportunities.
15 developed countries. The fund does not engage in stock lending.
Growth: This is a style of investing where a manager is trying to
identify companies that can grow their earnings at an above-average
rate. This may involve investing in markets which are yet to fully
emerge; in recent years the technology sector has been an excellent
example of a growth investment. Unlike a value investor a growth
investor may choose to invest in a company that already looks
expensive as it is expected to be worth even more in the future, which
justifies the price.

Man GLG Continental European Growth: The portfolio has two
tiers. The first consists of established leaders and must be at least
50% of the portfolio. The second, which makes up a maximum of a
third of the portfolio, consists of emerging winners. All stocks must
have established competitive advantages. Position sizing depends
on the stock’s tier, as well as the team’s conviction in the name.
Fidelity European: The fund aims to find attractively valued
companies that exhibit good long-term growth prospects. The
manager looks for companies that grow their dividend on a three-tofive-year time horizon, have sustainable margins, a strong balance
sheet and fund their dividends through growth. Each holding needs
three reasons to invest based on fundamentals and valuation.
Baillie Gifford European: The fund focuses on large companies and
aims to identify those able to double their value within five years due to
their competitive advantage. The managers prefer companies that are
family or founder owned which are usually more adaptable to change
and take advantage of opportunities. The final portfolio of 30 to 50
companies with the allocation depending on the team’s conviction.
BlackRock Continental European Income: The managers select
stocks by analysing the strength of a company’s finances, its ability
to generate cash for distribution and quality of its management.
The portfolio is split into two baskets, with roughly half invested in
companies paying above-average income, and the remainder invested
in companies where the manager sees potential for dividend growth.
Premier Miton European Opportunities: The fund is an unconstrained
multi-cap European equity fund with a substantial mid-cap bias and
a focus on ‘quality growth’ companies. The fund’s distinctive feature
is avoiding macroeconomic risk by having the portfolio equally split
between a cyclical and a defensive bucket. The final portfolio comprises
between 40 to 55 stocks, thus delivering a level of diversification.

Income: From its earned profits, companies have one of two options:
to pay out a portion in dividends to shareholders or to reinvest the
money in the business. Dividend paying companies therefore tend to
be larger businesses in well-established industries. Income investing is
generally thought of as slightly lower risk, because in a falling market
you will receive some return through income payments.

BlackRock Continental European Income: The fund focuses on
generating a reliable and growing income while outperforming the
wider market. The portfolio is split into two, with roughly 60% invested
in above-average, income-paying companies where it is believed the
dividend is reliable and secure, and the remainder used to invest in
companies with opportunity for dividend growth.

JAPAN
JAPANESE EQUITY SECTOR EXPOSURE

* Sector exposure may not add up to 100% because of undeclared cash and derivative positions from some funds

ASSET CLASSES

WHAT YOU ARE INVESTED IN			

Growth: This is a style of investing where a manager is trying to
identify companies that can grow their earnings at an above-average
rate. This may involve investing in markets which are yet to fully
emerge; in recent years the technology sector has been an excellent
example of a growth investment. Unlike a value investor a growth
investor may choose to invest in a company that already looks
expensive as it is expected to be worth even more in the future, which
justifies the price.

Baillie Gifford Japanese: This fund, run by Matthew Brett, helps
construct the global developed equity portion of the portfolio.
Japan has a history of behaving differently to other developed
markets and it therefore acts as a strong diversifier in the portfolio.
Exposure to Japan is strictly controlled due to the increased risks
inherent with investing in the region. Baillie Gifford has one of
the most experienced and successful Japanese equity teams.
Comgest Growth Japan: The managers use quantitative screen to
identify companies with a proven ability to generate a strong increase
in earnings, healthy cashflow, a return on capital employed above
the cost of capital, sound balance sheets and above-average profit
margins relative to peers – leaving the team with approximately 400
companies. The team also incorporates a disciplined ESG-embedded
valuation assessment using fiveyear earnings and dividend forecasts.
The resulting portfolio is moderately concentrated between 30 and 40
names, with the top ten companies representing approximately 35%.

Value: This style of management focuses on companies that it
believes are currently trading at less than their intrinsic value. Value
investors believe that markets overreact to both good and bad news;
this results in stock price movements that do not reflect the company
fundamentals. A common approach is to find problem companies
that other investors are avoiding that can be turned around with
a new strategy or management team. Although the concept is
relatively simple it is at the same time very contrarian and. as you
are going against the market consensus, this can lead to periods of
underperformance.

Man GLG Japan Core Alpha: The fund focuses on large cap, value
investing in Japan. The managers believe that there is an opportunity
in large companies versus small ones, despite the latter doing well
recently. They believe that cyclicality strongly influences every sector
of the Japanese market, and that outperformance can be generated by
exploiting extremes of valuation – buying stocks that are completely
unloved and selling them when they become popular. The manager’s
style means the fund is likely to underperform when markets are rising
rapidly.

Passive: Passive funds try to replicate an index rather than outperform
it. The advantage of this process is that it is considerably cheaper
as you do not require a manager to try and identify the best market
opportunities. The costs of the fund are extremely important as they
compound over time to eat into long-term investment returns. The
disadvantage of the process is that the fund is not able to react to
market events and either try and protect the fund in difficult markets
or take advantage of favourable ones. These funds should always
slightly lag the performance of the market because of the fees.

Vanguard Japan Stock Index: The fund tracks the MSCI Japan index
by physically holding most of the stocks that make up the index,
excluding those that are less liquid. The index comprises over 300
large and mid-sized companies within the Japanese market. The fund
engages in stock lending, where a borrower will post collateral in
exchange for borrowing the stock for a period of time. Money made
from stock lending is reinvested into the fund to keep the costs down.
Although it does marginally increase the risk, borrowers are vetted for
worthiness to mitigate this.

EMERGING MARKETS
WHAT’S HAPPENING IN EMERGING MARKETS:
Overview: Emerging markets were one of the best performing regions
in the first half of the year but have lagged developed markets over
this quarter as they failed to fully participate in the recovery. In local
currency terms emerging markets fell slightly but the weakness
of sterling transformed this into a positive return for UK investors.
Indian equities were the standout performer due to strong economic
fundamentals and a drop in commodity prices. Latin America also
performed well, while China, Korea and Taiwan struggled.

Changes to Emerging Markets Tile: We have made some significant
changes to the tile as we balance the competing risks within emerging
markets. Pictet Indian Equities has been removed as we have become
more negative on the outlook. Allianz Emerging Markets Equity and
BlackRock Emerging Markets have also been removed.
We have added Baillie Gifford China as some of the country’s recent
difficulties appear the be factored in by markets already. Fidelity Latin
America has also been added to increase exposure to the region as it
presents the best potential for outperformance. Schroder Asian Income
has been added to bring exposure to the ASEAN region and further
reduce exposure to India. Matthews Asia ex Japan Dividend have also
been added. We have reduced the allocation to Vanguard Emerging
Markets Stock Index, JPM Emerging Markets Income and Fidelity Asia
Pacific Opportunities to accommodate the additional fund and help
increase diversification in the tile.

The tile produced a positive return this quarter, although it lagged the
benchmark. Allianz Emerging Markets Equity was the only fund to fall
in value as its exposure to Korea and Taiwan dragged on performance.
JPM Emerging Markets Income also lagged due to exposure to Korea
and Taiwan. The best performance was generated by Pictet Indian
Equities, while Artemis SmartGARP Global Emerging Markets Equity
was helped by its exposure to Brazil.

HOLDINGS PERFORMANCE:
The below chart illustrates the performance of the block and its constituent holdings over the past quarter.

CURRENT HOLDINGS

OUR VIEW ON EMERGING MARKETS - NEUTRAL

Fund

Weighting

Artemis SmartGARP Global Emerging Markets
Equity

17

Baillie Gifford China

11.5

Fidelity Asia Pacific Opportunities

5

Fidelity Latin America

10

JPM Emerging Markets Income

22.5

Matthews Asia ex Japan Dividend

20

Buy

Schroder Asian Income

9

Buy

Vanguard Emerging Markets Stock Index

5

Buy

Buy

Sell: Allianz Emerging Markets Equity, BlackRock Emerging
Markets and Pictet Indian Equities

Most Likely: Countries and companies dependent on overseas
financing continue to face pressure due to the strong dollar as the US
Fed hikes interest rates. Rising inflation can be a relative advantage for
some commodity-producing markets such as Brazil, but others such
as India are heavily exposed to food imports. Such countries will be
pressured to continue to increase interest rates, crippling economic
activity. After a turbulent 12-18 months, emerging markets are now
trading at pronounced discounts to developed markets. This could
represent an attractive entry point into the asset class.
Worst Case: China continues to experience significant headwinds from
foreign and domestic regulation and its struggling property market. In
addition, further waves of Covid and resultant lockdowns could lead to
a negative environment for the region. A Chinese invasion of Taiwan
would materially impact these regions, with the potential to create a
strong economic shock globally. Although the magnitude of the risk is
great, the probability of its occurrence is relatively low.
Best Case: US Fed rhetoric means markets expect inflation to peak
by the end of 2022. Interest rates are expected to remain elevated for
longer, although a stagnation in rate rises or potential rate cuts would
be extremely beneficial for emerging markets. Negative sentiment
towards Chinese markets further depresses valuations representing an
attractive entry point.

DISCRETE PERFORMANCE TO LAST QUARTER END:
Period

0-12 Months

12-24 Months

24-36 Months

Emerging Markets Tile

-14.53%

16.36%

3.66%

IA Global Emerging Markets

-15.36%

16.96%

1.97%

36-48 Months

48-60 Months

6.54%

-1.51%

Past performance does not indicate future performance and you may get back less than you originally invested. All figures are calculated
on a bid to bid total return basis in GBP. Data from FEfundinfo 2022

EMERGING MARKETS
REGION ALLOCATION HEAT MAP

ASSET CLASSES

WHAT YOU ARE INVESTED IN			

Global Emerging Markets: This makes up the core section of the asset
class. The managers have the flexibility to decide which countries and
markets offer the best opportunity. The funds focus on the larger
markets of Brazil, China India and Russia. They can include a limited
amount of the smaller, less developed markets known as ‘frontier
markets’, which are much further back in their development. They
have more future growth potential but carry much more risk.

Artemis Global Emerging Markets: The fund uses rigorous
quantitative analysis to identify the best opportunities. It aims to identify
companies that are cheap compared to their predicted growth rates.
JPM Emerging Markets Income: This fund takes a total return
approach by balancing income and capital appreciation. It aims to
deliver a dividend in excess of 130% of the benchmark per annum.
This results in a bias towards high-quality companies trading at a
discount. The fund takes a flexible approach to income as there
is no minimum yield or need a long history of dividend payments.
Around 60% of the portfolio consists of stocks with a 3% to 6%
yield. The remaining 40% is split equally into dividend growth and
high-dividend-yielding companies. The resulting portfolio comprises
70 to 80 stocks, well diversified across countries and sectors.
Vanguard Emerging Markets Stock Index: This fund replicates the
MSCI Emerging Markets index by direct ownership of the underlying
securities. To supplement returns and offset costs, the manager
engages in stock lending. Profits from stock lending reduce the effect
of management fees and minimise tracking difference to the index.

Asia Pacific ex Japan: The region combines a mix of developed and
emerging economies. China makes up over a quarter of the region,
followed by Australia, South Korea, Taiwan and Hong Kong. In total
these five economies cover around 80% of the investable region.
Asia’s economic importance to the world is increasing and this asset
class allows access to not only China but also surrounding countries
that are benefiting from the region’s development.

Fidelity Asia Pacific Opportunities: The manager takes a style
agnostic approach and believes that stock performance is driven
by fundamentals, sentiment and valuation. The fund aims to find
companies which have better earnings growth potential over a
12 to 24-month view versus consensus. Position sizes are based
on conviction, diversification benefits, liquidity and volatility. The
resulting portfolio comprises 25 to 35 high-conviction holdings.
Matthews Asia ex Japan Dividend: The managers believes dividends
are an under-recognised component of equity investing in Asia. The
fund prefers companies with strong balance sheets, sustainable
growth rates and high-quality management teams. It will also invest
in lower yielding or even non-yielding companies if the team expects
the stock to deliver on dividend growth within a short time period.
Schroder Asian Income: This fund takes a different approach from that
of its emerging market peers in that it focuses on producing income.
Approximately half of the fund’s returns have come from dividends.
This focus means that it has a bias towards quality companies, which
helps to provide protection during times of falling markets.

China: The growing importance of China to the world economy cannot
be underestimated; it is currently the world’s second largest economy
and has been forecasted by some to overtake the US by around 2030.
Although Chinese growth rate has slowed in recent years, it is still
experiencing growth far higher than developed nations. It is also
positioning itself to be a leader in what it sees as the industries of the
future – electric cars, solar power and artificial intelligence (AI).

Baillie Gifford China: The team focuses on the fundamentals of
investable companies, with an emphasis on those that show the ability
to deliver earnings growth over the long term. The fund invests across
the market-cap spectrum and looks for companies that will double
profitability over five-years. The team will hold positions and tolerate
relatively high volatility until it believes a stock has either fulfilled the
long-term earnings growth forecasted or the investment case is no
longer intact. The fund typicallly comprises 40 to 80 positions.

Latin America: The region has been the most turbulent one for
investors in recent years. Political interference and instability have
made countries such as Venezuela uninvestable, whilst Brazil, the
region’s largest economy, has been gripped by a corruption scandal.
Argentina meanwhile has had numerous debt crises. It’s not all bad
news though, with Peru and Chile for instance seeing strong growth.

Fidelity Latin America: The fund focuses on the fundamentals
of investable companies. There is a deliberate emphasis on highly
cash generative businesses that successfully redeploy cash into
reinvestment opportunities whilst maintaining a strong balance
sheet. The team also considers geopolitical factors. This provides an
additional risk-management layer that adds great value in a market
that can be impacted by political risk and government interventions.

ABSOLUTE RETURN
WHAT’S HAPPENING IN ABSOLUTE RETURN:
Overview: We have not invested in the absolute return tile since early
2020. At the time we used absolute return funds as a proxy for investing
in the money market, with the aim of producing higher returns but
with a similar risk profile. In the spring of 2020, the outbreak of the
coronavirus had a severe impact on financial markets and threatened
the complicated derivative strategies that underpin many absolute
return strategies. We considered this an unnecessary risk so absolute
return strategies were removed from the portfolios at this point.
Until now absolute return strategies have not featured in the Mosaic
portfolios. Despite the wide array of strategies available to these funds,
we had not found a role for them in the prevailing market conditions.
However, recent months have seen the negative correlation between
bonds and equities break down even further, causing extended periods
where both assets are moving together rather than opposite directions.
The ability to provide returns with low or no correlation with bonds and

equities offers welcome diversification for the portfolios and we have
added absolute returns to our portfolios again for this reason.
The absolute return tile currently invests in only one fund, NB
Uncorrelated Strategies. This fund invests in other funds which each
have expertise in a particular investment style or strategy. These
include long/short equity, market neutral, momentum, arbitrage and
global macro. Part of the investment process identifies funds that have
a low correlation to major equity and bond markets as well as to other
funds in the portfolio. This strategy brings considerable additional
diversification to the portfolio.

ASSET CLASS ANNUAL RETURNS

*Each asset class is represented by its IA sector average.

CURRENT HOLDINGS

OUR VIEW ON ABSOLUTE RETURN - NEUTRAL

Fund

Weighting

NB Uncorrelated Strategies

100.0%

Buy

Most Likely: Many of the trends we have seen this year continue as
inflation remains persistent, interest rates keep rising and underlying
economic conditions deteriorate. This would likely see fixed income
continue to fall and the US dollar continue to appreciate, both of which
have been beneficial to many of the underlying strategies.
Worst Case: An outbreak of general optimism, such as an assumption
that the US Federal Reserve is about to pivot on interest rates, would
spur an aggressive rally in equities and fixed income. This would
be negative for fund of hedge funds as many underlying funds are
positioned for a bear market. Although it should be noted that NB
Uncorrelated Strategies is relatively defensively positioned so any
decline should be limited.
Best Case: Persistent inflation and conflicting economic data continues
to generate uncertainty in the markets and contributes to ongoing
outbreaks of volatility. These price fluctuations mean that fund of
hedge fund strategies should do well.

DISCRETE PERFORMANCE TO LAST QUARTER END:
Period

0-12 Months

12-24 Months

24-36 Months

Absolute Return Tile

-2.92%

3.69%

0.22%

IA Targeted Absolute Return

-0.68%

7.19%

-0.45%

36-48 Months

48-60 Months

0.44%

0.62%

Past performance does not indicate future performance and you may get back less than you originally invested. All figures are calculated
on a bid to bid total return basis in GBP. Data from FEfundinfo 2022

External Risk Ratings

About FE Investments

FE Investments Portfolios: Our portfolios are a total investment solution designed to help advisers in achieving their clients objectives. FE
Investments has produced a range of optimised portfolios which are designed to manage risk to achieve the desired outcome for investors.
The portfolios are optimised to maximise the overall level of diversification between different fund strategies. By analysing the relationships
between funds we aim to find the best possible mix, where differing strategies are complementary and further reduce the total risk in the
portfolio; thus allowing for greater market exposure for the same level of risk compared to a more traditional portfolio solution.
FE Investments produce fifteen growth portfolios that uses optimal asset allocation models from EValue as a reference for each level of risk.
We optimise our portfolios to match the risk of the reference, to try and achieve greater returns and better capital protection. We use the asset
allocation models as a guide but allow our portfolios to differ significantly where we are able to diversify away the extra risk. This approach has
been developed internally by FE Investments and has been validated by Cass Business School.
FE Investments portfolios are constructed exclusively from funds that have made the FE Investments Approved List and have therefore gone
through a rigorous vetting procedure. We’ve developed 15 growth portfolios, spanning three time periods and five risk levels. We also have
Decumulation portfolios for at-retirement clients as well as a natural income solution. The Decumulation and natural income ranges are outcomes
oriented, as opposed to risk targeted.
FE Investments Approved List: Our recommended list of funds builds upon our established suite of research tools to help keep investors better
informed. Funds initially undergo a rigorous quant screening to identify the best performers. This screening encompasses four distinct areas;
Crown Ratings, Alpha Manager Ratings, Group Awards and AFI (Adviser Fund Index).
These four areas combined allow us to accurately scrutinize a fund from all angles. Our dedicated team of analysts overlay this quant analysis
with their own independent and unique qualitative analysis. Funds that pass this rigorous two-stage quantitative and qualitative analysis process
then make it on to the FE Investments Approved List.

Awards & Ratings For FE Investments

Important Information

1 Performance Overview: All performance figures are calculated on a bid to bid total return basis in pounds sterling to last month end.
2 Asset Breakdown: For this calculation a fund is assumed to invest 100% in any one asset class. For example a fund in the IA UK All Companies
sector would be classifed 100% UK Equity. A mixed investment fund would be classifed as 100% Mixed.
3 What it Costs: The portfolio expense is calculated using the weighted value of the OCF of the portfolios constituent funds. The average
expense of funds is a simple average of the OCF of the portfolios constituent funds. Where OCF is not available TER is used. Total cost of
investment include FE Invests charges of 0.27%.

This document has been prepared for general information only and is not guaranteed to be complete or accurate. It does not
contain all of the information which an investor may require in order to make an investment decision. If you are unsure whether
this is a suitable investment you should speak to your financial adviser. You may get back less than you originally invested.
Financial Express Investments Ltd, registration number 03110696, is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (FRN 209967). For
our full disclaimer please visit https://www.fefundinfo.com/en-gb/about/legal-and-policies/financial-express-investments-limited-disclaimer/

